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Building change capability is a management imperative
The ability to effectively manage organizational change is a competitive 
differentiator. Firms may have similar objectives, strategies, and 
resources, but those that execute change better, faster, and smarter will 
outdistance the competition.

ExperiencePoint presents ExperienceChange, a powerful education 
tool for leaders and managers. Users explore and quickly apply change 
best practice in a challenging business simulation.

ExperienceChange is flexible in implementation. Whether delivered as an 
in-class exercise or a single-user online assignment, ExperienceChange 
provides a powerful and exciting learning experience.

Can you turnaround a company in crisis? 

The simulation focuses on Global Tech, a company fraught with realistic 
change challenges. Through careful application of change management 
best practices, you can build stakeholder buy-in and lead the company 
to success.
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Over 50,000 ExperienceChange users including:

Organizations Business Schools

ExperienceChange applications
Program directors, corporate trainers, consultants, and professors are 
using ExperienceChange in Executive Education/Corporate Training 
programs such as:

Strategy & Management• : supporting executives in the successful 
execution of organizational strategies.

Leadership Training & Development• : giving employees throughout the 
organization the tools they need to both manage and participate in change.

Organizational Development• : providing a vehicle for communicating 
the organization’s change vision and strategy to both large and small 
groups.

S• uccession Planning: ensuring that tomorrow’s leaders are prepared 
to lead change.

Organizational Resilience• : working with stakeholders to anticipate 
and prepare for future change.

About ExperiencePoint
 
ExperiencePoint helps individuals and their organizations achieve 
extraordinary results through “perfect practice”. We design and deliver 
engaging, powerful simulations that enable focused experience with 
business theory, techniques, and tools.  Our mission is to help individuals 
learn, grow, and excel in the workplace. 

   Congratulations on an excellent product. Our executive education 
participants were  engrossed in the simulation and found the content highly 
relevant. We will certainly use ExperienceChange again.
“

” Jim Dean
Associate Dean, Executive Education, UNC Kenan-Flagler
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